JAYPEE PUBLIC SCHOOL
Affiliated To CBSE New Delhi Up to 10 + 2 Level (Affiliation No. 531711)
CLASS 9 ( Holidays Homework)
ENGLISH
SECTION -A ( Reading )
1. Read and find the answers of 10 unseen pessages, write answers in SSR.
2. Read a newspaper regularly and pick up new words from it at least 10 per day.
3. Prepare a chart on the Figures of Speech with Example.
SECTION - B ( Writing)
4. Complete the following stories in 150 to 200 words. Going to Mumbai by train to attend the
marriageof a friend ....got stuck in a traffic jam...reached the railway station late....boarded a wrong
train....realised after two hours... Tortoise and hare good friends...Tortoise known for his slow speed
.....hare has fast speed...makes fun of tortoise ....challenges him....referee selected...race starts....hare
overconfident....tortoise won...
5 . You are Radha G, member of NGO AWAAZ. Write a letter to the editor of a national daily for a public
movement to clean the Yamuna river. (You must introduce yourself, describe how the people are to be
blamed for polluting the river and suggest the need for installing water treatment plant to clean the
river).
6. You are Rahul Raj of Sector-B, Municipal cooperative colony, Andheri, Mumbai-400005. Write a letter
to the editor of the newspaper HT Times, Nageshwar Vihar Colony, Mumbai-400001 complaining against
the bad condition of roads in your community.
7. Prepare a Poster on the Bio Diversity of India (You can take Help from the 5th chapter of Geography)
English Reader :- Moments:- chapter 1 to 3 learn

Behive:- chapter:- 1 learn
Behive (poetry) :- chapter:- 1 to 3 learn
English Grammar:Diary Entry
Prepositions
Tense
HINDI
Sanchayan:- Learn and write chapter 1,2

Sparsh:- Learn and write chapter 1,2
SOCIAL STUDIES
ECONOMICS:- learn and write chapter 1,2

Civics:- learn and write chapter 1,2
Social Studies Project
The Topic for the project is Disaster Management (Do any one of the following)
a. Earthquake
b. Flood
c. Drought
d. Landslide
e. Cyclone
Guidelines for the project
 Collect information from various sources like newspapers, photographs, article from
magazine,internet, eye witness, accountsetc, Regarding the event and the problems faced by the
disaster victims

 Collect information on immediate response of various government agencies like police,
hospitals,district administration etc.
 Discuss the role of authorities, Indianand international agencies (CRY, WHO, UNO) in the rehabilitation
process.
 In conclusion highlights the mitigation process to include identification of risk zones, community
awareness and individual response.
 A case study of supplement and build up on the project shall be appreciated.
 Criteria for evaluating project work include content accuracy, originality, presentation and creativity.
 The project should be hand written. Print outs will not be accepted.
 All the photographs should be labeled and acknowledged. Project should be developed and presented
in this order
 Cover page showing project title ,schools name, studentsname, class and section and academic
session(year)
 List of contents with page number (approx...15 pages)
 Acknowledgements: Acknowledging institution, offices and libraries visited and people who have
helped.
 Project Overview: Purpose ,aim, methodology and experience while doing the project
 Chapters with relevant headings.
 Summary and conclusions based on findings.
 Bibliography should have the title, pages referred, author, publisher ,year of publication and if a
website, the name of the website with a specific link which have been used.
 Teachers evaluation report
NOTE: Only ecofriendly material to be used
 Total marks allotted for the project are 10, which includes theory as well as viva or written test for
content assimilation.
PROJECT EVALUATION PR0FORMA
The proforma should be attached on the last page of the project.
School’s Name
Address
Student’s Name
Roll. No
Class
Section
Teacher Assessment
1. Content accuracy and originality
2. Presentation and creativity
3. Process of project competition
4. Viva –voce
5. Overall remarks:
6. Teacher signature: Date:
7. School stamp

Science
1. Matter in our surrounding.
2. is matter around us pure.
3. Motion
Learn and do all NCERT question in holiday home work copy
Make a chart in chapter of Motion

SCIENCE PROJECTS

(make any one of them)
working windmill project.
solar lantern project.
vacuum cleaner project.
water turbine project.
POTATO BATTERY PROJECT.
pinhole camera project.
PERISCOPE PROJECT.
motorized windmill project.

Mathematics
1. Revise all ncert question of chapter 1,2,3,4, and 6 with
examples.

Maths Project
(make one of them)
1.Life of mathematics.
2.Rectangle turning around a
3.corner which is not right-angled.
4.Knowledge of mathematics.
5.Application of trigonometry.
6.What are topology and its uses?

